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I go to bed at 01.35am on sabato 17 dicembre nel  Via San Felice, Bolgna. 

Tonight is a repeat of the previous seven but this time I do not sleep more than 

5 minutes in a row. I am on edge, I must be up at 5.30am to shower, coffee and leave at 

6.45am by taxi alla stazione Bologna Centrale, to catch the 7.35am , FrecceRossa fast 

intercity No. 9502 to Milano Central, then il Pullman ‘Shuttle’ alla  Mapensa Aeroporto 

for my easyJet volo a Edinburgo and then home to rest my lungs in in the sweet pure 

airs of Bearsden. Everything must work, there is no room for slack or I will be stranded 

here in Italy. (Is this actually a problem?) 

During this short week in Bologna to further my Italian, my first priority each 

day has been to do my Italian compiti but I have also been writing apassionatamente. 

Some may call it an obsession, explaining the lateness of the hour per andare a letto. 

This is my final attempt to sleep through another tobacco-odour filled night as 

la mia propritaria, Sandra (not her real name), circa 50, circa 20 stone, circa 2.5m 

circa, again recumbs on her chaise lounge, circa 7.5m from il mio naso, through her ever 

open door, along a short corridor and through my firmly closed bedroom door, as she 

lies cosseted by the gloom of her lonely living room.  

Sandra is far from being alone in her addiction to tobacco; Italians smoke 

everywhere and have amazed themselves by adhering religiously to the ‘no smoking in 

public places law’ passed only a few years ago.  

Even the very nicest people smoke here: does anyone not smoke here?  

They smoke while hanging on to each other as they walk, as they cuddle children, 

as they kiss cheeks and lips, holding their cigarettes to the side like grotesque ballet 

dancers. They do not skulk in doorways for a fly fag; they proudly display/frame 

themselves IN doorways, at bus stops, everywhere, unembarrassed in their smoking; 

not yet guilty as British smokers feel/behave: and Italians do not flick their dog ends 

indiscriminately on the ground afterwards.  

Do Cardinals, Archbishops, Bishops, Priest and Nuns smoke?  In the Vatican, are 

there ‘no smoking’ rules? Does the Pope smoke? How does it work? Is it more OK to 

smoke the higher up the hierarchy you are or is this a case of enjoying their vices 

versa?  

Bologna is mostly a clean City, almost a litter free City, with little evidence of 

fly-posting. There is a little graffiti, not much though. This City is washed and 

scrubbed nightly; these ‘cleaners’ are my companions of the early hours, calling out to 

each other as to the deaf as they swish around in their cleaning wagons. There are a 
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very, very few pigeons and other birds are almost non-existent: there are almost no 

trees. Birds are a real miss. No stray cats in any number. 

There are pet dogs of every size and yet hardly a blade of grass. Dog poo is 

retrieved (and re-cycled?). These dogs do have their favourite cars upon which they 

leave their pee-mails.  

I saw a smart energetic lady in her early forties with 7 small dogs ranging 

downwards from a largish hairy Jack Russell size. She had a single lead about a metre 

long which then divided into seven separate strands. Our crowed pavement seemed to 

know she was coming: we parted to allow her swift progress; we then closed ranks in 

her wake. I really wanted to know her story but she was too quick for me. Was she 

merely an apparition, a fairy tale happening? Snow White and her 7 Dworgs. 

A molto elegante man sauntered, briefcase in one hand, being led slowly by a 

very inquisitive Pointer. (Sorry, but true! Yes, it was a Pointer!). Perhaps he is pointing 

the way to His Man’s Office?; I imagine this dog has its own special super comfy 

cushion and executive doggy toys to chew on as His Man does business slowly, languidly 

in a large plush office with a massive oak desk……. 

I saw a very large Arnie Schwarzenegger type man ‘guarding’ a tiny free running 

Chihuahua about the size of large a guinea pig. Dinky Doggy frolicked about the 

pavement completely ignoring the occasional cooing of his ultra-elegant Sophia Loren 

partner. Dee Dee just cavorted randomly to and fro seemingly in search of a brain, 

while this happy trio progressed slowly past windows demanding to be shopped.  All the 

passing signorine belle offered Dee Dee fingers to eat and lick and Arnie enjoyed their 

attentions as well, puffing himself to his full height, struttalng his stuffings.  

Mi-lady elegante merely smiles a wry indulgent smile at this flirting. Perhaps she 

knows something secret?  About his ‘under the duvet’ performance attuale contrasting 

sharply with his body most musculare? You know what they say about big men with wee 

dogs? Seemingly they have wee *******. 

Bologna is the city with the lowest birth rate in Italy, I seem to remember; and 

perhaps the highest per capita dog population? Dogs are the new Children. 

Bologna has a City Centre is approximately circular within the remains of the old 

city walls that can be strolled across in under 45 minutes: it contains 42 km of Galleries 

(covered pavements 3 to 5m wide), which provide shade from the hot sun in summer and 

shelter from the wind and rain and snow and ice in winter. Everyone lives and works in 

apartment type buildings, varying from 3 to 7 floors in height, most with shops below. 

There are around 500,000 abitanti packed into this small space with another 500,000 
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pressing in on il centro from the surrounding, suffocating suburbs. In Scottish terms it 

is a big city, crammed into a small space. It is a City Planners Dream.  

(The tighter packed you can make them the better! I know, you know, I’ve been 

to the Conferences. The City of London, the central bit, is said by ‘them’ to be one of 

the most efficient cities in the world. Well you know where you can stick that!) 

But here in Bologna it is much more like a big village; we are much less anonymous 

here. 

Si dice che Bologna sia una citta’ that is all about (1) Food, (2) Small 

Businesses and (3) the Oldest University in Europe.  

At every turn you can eat. Ristoranti di ogni tipo abound. You can eat somewhere 

at any time. Any kind of food is available. I love spicy Italian food from the south and 

find un ristorante Calabrese. I must visit Calabria in the South of Italy. In another 

tratorria I eat the third best pizza of my life. The hierarchy now, is; our friend Pia in 

Mieirskappel near Zug; mia cara moglie Margherita and now the one made by Effni  

from Chechnia!  Mr Best Pizza Man is not Italian!  

On another evening I find Casa Monica . The food is wonderful and served in the 

simple but cosy surrounds of a converted Woodwork Workshop. Monica is like an ageing 

film star, a fading beauty, tall slim, superbly dressed, calm, chatty, ‘Ah you are from my 

friend Massimo, (Direttore di Scuola Cultura Italiana), how nice of you to come to us’; 

her elegant partner (overuse of ‘elegant’- NO!; tutti Bolognesi sono eleganti), but some 

are piu’ elegante than others. Monica and her film star partner, tall slim grey-haired 

man, both stand around meeting and greeting, no rush, no sweat for them: I notice that 

he takes all the payments cash only, (sorry, we don’t do la carta di credito), which go 

straight into his elegant wallet. No receipts are offered. The beautiful young tiny 

waitresses are from Morocco; immigranti? Does he have a very good relationship with 

the gun-toting Finance Police? The Immigration Police? It does happen here, all over 

‘used –to-be-Berlusconi’s’ Italy. Cor******. The word we must not say. Use tangenziale. 

Daily on my route to la scuola I see a cobbler’s workshop where you can walk in and 

order a pair of hand-made shoes. Strips of fine leather in various colours are nakedly 

disported for us to peek at as we pass. Shoe Formers leer and lasts laugh at us in our 

machine made apologies for shoes while these Aristocrats, the now completed hand-

crafted shoes,  sit smugly in the window haughtily sniffing at us as they await 

impatiently to be carried to off their new homes. They look as if they will never, ever, 

suffer the indignities of treading on dirty, wet, dusty etc. streets, never leave the cool 
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confines of  camere eleganti , (sorry I am in la moda elegante in questo momento!). I 

expect there must be many other such cobblers just like this one, elsewhere in Bologna. 

There are literally thousands of these Artisanal Workshops: furniture makers, 

artists’ studios and on and on. Mostly these are still family businesses.  This City 

invented the earliest automation, mechanical computing machines, typewriters, cash 

registers, spinning and weaving machinery, and so on: you name it, chances are it was 

first ‘crafted’ here at some time or other and this mentality persists: family based 

small scale industriousness.  

Most of the washing machines in Europe have been made somewhere in Italy as 

well as lots of other kitchen and white goods, even those with German names.  (Many 

Italians in the UK are involved with the supply and maintenance of electronic gaming 

type machines, gambling and non-gambling.) 

Bologna is the city of Marconi, true father of Radio. He did it first and he did it 

best, Italians assert: 

“DO YOU HEAR ME? OVER,………” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guglielmo_Marconi 

Bologna has 110,000 students. They DOMINATE city centre life. In general 

Italian students are older. Coming and going with their studies on average for seven 

years minimum before graduating, after which everyone then receives the courtesy 

title ‘Dottore’. 

Most people in Italy say the city they would most like to live in is Bologna. It is 

my favourite Italian city, (so far). 

  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bologna 

The traffic whizzes and weaves, slices through us at pedestrian crossings even 

though we were crossing on green. Green means that ‘you can die on this crossing and 

have right of the Law on your side, should you choose to litigate’.  

The cars do not hoot except in a true emergency; the traffic flows chaotically in 

quietness. Most of us wait patiently for our green lights, but some, who feel that they 

may be a wee bit late (by only, say more than an hour for something), may feel the need 

to rush out into flowing traffic to reach their goals. Such adventurers weave amongst 

the criss-crossing vehicles and especially dodge the little motorini and scooters, upon 

which Italians of all ages whizzle, smoke and talk in alta voce  simultaneously on their 

mobiles.  If caught in their sights they must be left to judge whether to brake to pass 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guglielmo_Marconi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bologna
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behind or to accelerate to cross ahead of you. Please! You must NEVER STOP 

WALKING AT THE SAME SPEED: NEVER RUN: just Trust in San Cristofo.  

I have not seen a single accident in 5 years of visiting; no aggro over almost non-

existent parking spaces or anything else. And I only hear sirens about once or twice 

during an average day and almost never at night. Sometimes the MeeMaw is from an 

ambulance, but mostly it’s a Carabiniere vehicle reminding us who stands and strides at 

the very top of the multiple layers of the police hierarchy. Carabiniere Striding is so 

much easier in RIDING BOOTS which other lesser rivals must not wear, ever, on pain 

of death. One evening I see due Carabinieri in FULL regalia, with capes swishy and 

white feather plumed back to front wedged hats, and sporting glittery gold handled 

swords. These two handsome young officers seem to be merely out for a stroll amongst 

the busy evening crowds, haughtily speaking with great disdain into tiny wee totty 

cellulari  (mobiles) and strutting and swirling their capes to show off their slim elegant 

bodies and tight firm little bums. All eyes follow their progress through the crowded 

market streets. I follow too and sneak a few photos, becoming blatant tourist for a few 

minutes, just before I slip back into my disguise as a stupid plump guy with a stupid 

deputy dog-walking hat.  I hear one Carabiniero say to the other, sotto voce, ‘God 

almighty, that wee fat guy has a phone even wee-er than mine’s’. 

I think I am in some sort of film set.   

Do I hear?.................... 

 ‘Cut!  

For F***’s sake. LOSE that NUMPTY in the stupid, stupid hat.  

POSITIONS please everyone, SORREE, right. 

I feel a sharp pointy thing stick into my bum and I am propelled off the 

set, up a dark alleyway and told; 

  ‘GET LOST NUMPTY, or ELSE.’  

I see a swish of bright steel flash before my eyeballs. 

‘Read-eee?, Camera,…. Sound….. aaaaand……… ACTION.’ 

(Perhaps swords are considered more environmentally friendly, more organic 

than guns? More silent?) 

Every level of Police and most of the many kinds of Private Security People carry 

holstered, snecked-in guns. I suspect that in all Italy with hundreds of thousands of 
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these official guns on the streets at any one time, not more than one a day is ever 

withdrawn form a holster(!), and then probably only to impress a charming young lady; 

almost never in anger. These toys are kept as beloved family pets.  

(But please, please do not let us have them here, in the UK, please, no more than 

we have, which is  already way too much. To add to our present total would surely lead 

to “Foots being Shot Through”, on a daily basis.)  

I saw my first fire Engine the other night; they were doing what Fire-fighters 

love to do: breaking into an empty building to check up a suspected fire.  

“New Doors Please!” 

Back at l’appartamento da Sandra:  

There are three of us here in Sandra’s piccolo appartamento.  

The other person is the mysterious Vittoria, (see below), who scuttles around 

mostly silent, mostly unseen, mostly unheard. When I first arrived she must have had 

some sort of bowel eruption in progress as she hurtled several times from her Attic 

room to the Bog, which is next door to my room. This urgency did eventually ‘pass’ and 

for a while I wondered if she had died up there in the Attic. 

(I know, I know, but that is how a Donkey does it, wanders all over the place, 

dropping verbal poo indiscriminately; just do your best to keep up!) 

We three fellow travellers through time in this cosy smelly place are some 45 

steep steps above the busy street below which at 3.00am is still noisy, still busy with 

speeding vehicles and returning revellers, as I lie still awake tonight awaiting my alarm 

and/or back-up alarm to ring.  

I drift into recall of my outward journey…….. 

 My journey from Glasgow last Saturday was not uneventful; just another 

miss-fitting piece in the jigsaw puzzle of my life.  

 M asked several times when the plane actually left Edinburgh for Milan: 

what time I would actually arrive in Milan: had I booked a train ticket on 

the internet: how would I get from Milan airport to the station: how far 

from dalla aeroporto alla stazione and then from Bolgna Stazione 

Centrale to Sandra’s appartamento.  

 “It’s best to plan John, think ahead.”  

 “OK Margherita, but it’s all part of the fun to run free, stay loose, to 

discover a new route for oneself, OK?” 
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 I have booked parking at the usual place at Edinburgh airport, and when I 

set off with hours to spare. Of course it is Winter and as I travel East it 

ii is now foggy and icy, so I ‘drive with care to get me there’, every more 

slowly, every more safely. The fog and mist come and go and then gets 

much denser as I approach the airport. I begin to think of long fog 

bounding delays. I still take it even more easily, more slowly. I have lots 

of time anyway even if it is on time. The roads are icy, don’t take risks.  

 2 miles from the Airport. Clear bright sunshine! Ya Beauty! 

 I queue for easyJet check-in. ‘No need for you to have queued sir, you 

have already check-in.’ 

 Good. Pee time. Empty again. Coffee time? No, go through Security first; 

get it behind you, then Coffee.  

 Through security now. Look up at Info Board. Milan flight at ‘Final 

Boarding’ is flashing. Rush to gate. Is this my Flight? Check my Boarding 

Card, right number, this is my flight. Check my Boarding Card carefully. I 

have arrived 5 minutes before the gate is to close!!!!  

 “Margherita, why are you not here to read for me, to read and 

comprehend for me, to tell me what to do!” 

 “No THANK YOU, John. Bologna in Winter? You at La Scuola and then 

Homework all day? Me no speaka da lingua! Me stay homea, nicea warma 

here at homea, and speaka  da Scottish wi’ ma pals!” 

 (MANY have said that I should not be let out alone. This could be true!) 

 Aboard now I sit beside the wonderful, wonderful Deborah who escaped 

from Selkirk in Canada as a young woman. Never to go back! Canada in 

Winter - help get me out of there! (Her words!) 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selkirk,_Manitoba 

 D met and married a Cosmetics Tycoon and has lived all over the world. 

But he is Italian and now they live outside Milan. (Her personal favourite, 

Guerlain ‘Shalimar’.) 

 D has just stayed for a week in Edinburgh visiting her sister who lives 

there now.  

 We talk non-stop for 2.5 hours. She loves Milano, loves Opera too. 

 Italian TV is KK (Komplete Krapp). BBC is a Gift from God! She might be 

able to live in Edinburgh near her sister, if it wasn’t for Sebastian, her 

adored son, now a ‘healing hands final year Medico Studente’.  She is self-

employed doing English -Italian Translation. 

 In particular D loves the BBC series ‘Nature’ and we both agree that 

David Attenborough is a right fine chap.  

 But:  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selkirk,_Manitoba
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o I return from Bologna to read a letter in the Herald about the 

‘cheating’ of filming the Birth of the Polar Bears in a Zoo and not 

in the wild as the Frozen Planet programme had implied.  

o David Attenborough has ‘defended’ this.  

o http://www.mirror.co.uk/celebs/tv/2011/12/13/frozen-planet-

scandal-sir-david-attenborough-defends-fake-polar-bear-footage-

115875-23631238/ 

o I am nearly able to forgive Sir D almost anything. But ONLY this 

ONCE! Just don’t do it again, ESPECIALLY when you had a golden 

opportunity to do so during the ‘Freeze Frame’ section at the end 

of each episode to explain the ‘whys and wherefores’ to us. Do 

NOT risk our trust in you again!   

o I am gloomy about this for a few hours; not like me at all. The Bee 

Beee Ceee is not as pure of heart as I had wished to believe! Pity. 

Pity. Pity. 

 Dee is very knowledgeable about teaching and learning Italian. She 

advises me to try ‘Caffe Mocha’ as a good way for me to progress with my 

Italian. The idea is that you are paired with someone trying to improve 

their English and vice versa, through SKYPE, emailing etc. Higher levels 

involve a charge. I intend to sip of this cup in the early New Year. 

 She also tells me (forcefully, as to an errant and dim child who should 

have already known of this) to watch ‘TED Talks’ on t’internet, so 

wonderful, so informative, so uplifting, etc, etc. 

 http://www.ted.com/talks 

  I do so, on M’s I-pad, at da Sandra, waiting to be amazed, enlightened, 

entertained, informed, and uber-stimulated only to find the ones I 

watched to be VERY SLOW, pedantic, not for me.  

 And TED is very self-congratulatory. It is now a very small wonder that D 

thinks the BBC is a Gift from God. Even STV might be a God’s dropping 

compared to my TED’s Talks experience. Have a go yourself. I am very, 

very often wrong. 

 D’s Hubby is retired early, at 65, (this is early?) four years ago and is 

‘losing it’ mentally and can only go to things ‘local’ if alone. Anything else is 

a worry for both, for all. No more foreign travel, not together anyway. 

 (And the message is? If you want to do it, can afford to do it, are ABLE 

to do it, well………….. BLOODY DO IT ASAP! OK. I have spoken!) 

 As we part after the flight I get to meet Sebbie, the 2m tall and slim son 

Sebbie, with his ragazza Laura of 18 months. This is D’s first sight of 

Laura, the beautiful Laura who has laughing eyes. I think/hope that 

http://www.mirror.co.uk/celebs/tv/2011/12/13/frozen-planet-scandal-sir-david-attenborough-defends-fake-polar-bear-footage-115875-23631238/
http://www.mirror.co.uk/celebs/tv/2011/12/13/frozen-planet-scandal-sir-david-attenborough-defends-fake-polar-bear-footage-115875-23631238/
http://www.mirror.co.uk/celebs/tv/2011/12/13/frozen-planet-scandal-sir-david-attenborough-defends-fake-polar-bear-footage-115875-23631238/
http://www.ted.com/talks
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Deborah will come to like her, and eventually to allow Laura to ‘share’ 

Sebbie with her. D also has two daughters. But Sebbie…… well Sebbie is 

Sebbie and well…….. well: Mothers and Sons, true romances that live 

forever……. 

 I truly value these moments of social osculation (kissing) as our lives 

touch so wonderfully. Sometimes only for seconds (Sebbie and Laura), or 

minutes, or as here with D and our sharing for nearly 3 hours overall.  

 This is a Gift from God! 

 

I love la mia Via San Felice, its life continuing unheeding,below me in the 

dark.   

(Aye, back on track again, until the next random thought.) 

It is a via sola diretta and must have at least 500 vehicles an hour at peak and 

never less than one a minute; their frequency seemingly synchronised with Sandra’s 

self-inflicted nicotine-absorbing pulmonary punishment. I doubt even my Mum could 

have kept up this chain-smoking pace.  

The traffic hammers along below me at speeds of up to 80kph, even when busy, 

and is a random mixture of bicycles, motorini, motobiclici, cars small, cars medium and 

cars molto elegante e grande, buses small, large, double-length, vans bianchi e altri 

colori con vari dimensioni, almost all fuelled by diesel normale, some boastingly with 

ultra-pure filters, others use methane, and (grazie dio!) several routes which employ 

TROLLEY BUSES!!  

I daunder aside, again! 

Trolley buses! Wonderful silent, energy efficient and I am convinced economical. 

Trolley Buses! 

WHY CAN’T YOU HEAR ME?  

You great traffic planning NUMPTIES in SCOTLAND, Britain and elsewhere in 

this Tram-besotted world. I like Trams too, but I mean to say, solid wheels, 

railawayawayaway tracks in the middle of towns and cities, danger to bicycle 

wheels etc. 

I like TROLLY BUSES better; much, much better. 
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Trolley buses: don’t let me get going on trolley buses. Why not trolley buses? At 

a wild guess I reckon one could buy 20 trolley buses for every tram, not counting 

the cost and disruption of tram-track-laying-fiasco-ing. I hold myself back on 

trolley buses except it seems to be the elephant in the room of urban transport 

discussions as cooncillers and hingers oan who seem to whiz the globe to study 

the Wonders of Trams in Exotic Locations.  

‘ONE STUCK TRAM BLOCKS ENTIRE CITY CENTRE FOR TWO DAYS’ is a 

headline I must research.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_trolleybus_systems 

OK, OK, back to the night manoeuvres in Bologna. 

Sandra is ‘aff oan a sickie’ long term, awfi sore back-a, bad heart-a, cannot 

drink-a milk, tummy probelema, e altri probleme (unrevealed): somehow none of this is 

such a great surprise to me.  

She has a nice face, nice curly brown hair and the ubiquitous dark brown eyes 

with the deep black pupils of 99.99% of gli Italiani. She is very well spoken, speaks 

slowly, clearly and listens carefully to my fractured conversations and gently corrects 

me. I like her, despite her continuously smoking guns. She has jet black pupils with dark 

brown irises, or did I already say that?. 

How observant of me to realise this dark brown/black eye astonishment after 

nearly 50 years of infatuation with things Italian and, in particular, La Gente Italiana.  

I saw a girl on the train about 10 days ago in Glasgow. She got on at Charing 

Cross. About 20 years old with all the paraphernalia of an Art Student, wearing 

hot pants in hot legs with old-fashioned transparent tights so we could all see 

the wonderful flesh of her legs and thighs with the top of the ‘hose’ showing; all 

quite deliberate this, part of her ‘look’ which was topped by a halo tie holding 

dark brown hair with her face blanked by slightly too much gothic white make-up 

and shiny deep purple luscious lips.  

She caught my gaze and stared back at out at me from impenetrable large black 

pupils encircled by large dark, dark brown irises.  

My friend Les was burbling about something beside me and when Les speaks all 

MUST pay attention. ‘Look at me when I’m talking to you, John. John, pay 

attention and learn from me, learn from one who knows so many things.’ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_trolleybus_systems
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I so wanted to try to speak to this pretty girl, to learn something of her story 

and to tell her of her adorable, fascinating, intriguing, beguiling eyes.  

The train arrived at Partick, we rose and left to change for our train to 

Bearsden. She travelled on to? A glorious opportunity passed. I expect she 

knows she is stunning, but I would still have liked to heap upon her my little 

shovelfuls of praise too!  

What God doth giveth, he also taketh away. Drat. And Double Drat! 

On the second day at le classe alla Scuola Cultura Italiana, I notice that, of all 

the people the room, I am the only one not to have those large black pupils with dark 

brown iris encircled eyes.  

Over the course of the week my group comprised:  

 2 RC priests, Johannes  (47) and Temerguen  (30)  both recently inducted, both 

from Ethiopia, from the South of Ethiopia: neither has ever had a proper job in 

their lives before; both are black as night with shiny white perfect teeth, good 

skin,: both are well fed, chubby even, have nice suits on under their brown habits 

and are Franciscans. Both taller than the rest of us.  

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franciscan 

 What a tortured history they have! 

 Johannes is our DOMINANT MALE.  

o We play a game. We have to make a case for ourselves: who gets to stay 

in the hot air balloon so that it can just make it to the desert island to 

set up a community to live out the rest of our lives.  

o We each get two votes only. For those we want to keep most. 

o Cooks/Chefs abound in our group. .  

o I state my case, in fractured Italian, (the hidden purpose of the game is 

to get us to verbalise what we have been learning.)I am Engineer of great 

wisdom and knowledge, fisherman with the necessary nylon line and hooks 

and a Swiss Army Knife in my ever present man bag, aye ready for such 

an predicament. We will find worms, there will be fresh fish daily…, I am 

a multi-tasker/ DIY er and claim to have other various objects of great 

value to Desertion Islanders in my little bag.  

o Big T the monk proposes to remove this little bag from me and chuck me 

over as I am the heaviest and oldest.   

o I take my (pretend) pistol from the bag and shoot him. Pretend dead. Get 

it Big T? Just to prove I am a crack shot.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franciscan
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o The wee baggy stays with me. We only need one further victim now. I 

feel safe.  

o I will choose two women, so that our race can be regenerated, I tell them 

freely that I am a wonderful lover, potent, already with 15 children and 

countless grandchildren. (Pity about my wee operation all those years ago, 

but hey, it’s only a game! And I will have Natalie La Mia Dottoressa di 

Medicina (see below) and maybe she can ‘reverse’ me: I do have that 

Swizzley Army Knifey in my Little Bag of Wonders.) 

o Natalie the Sveed wants to be our Doctor. She is volutuosly gorgeus 

(meant to sound Sweedish) and demure and fresh faced and eager to 

serve us, save us, help us…… My mind races ahead to the tumbling of the 

waves onto our golden sand in the yellow moonlight, by the glow of our 

little fire, the remains of the fish I have caught inside us, we lick our 

lips, we turn to each other…….. 

o I vote for Natalie!! No, I cannot give her TWO votes. Not in this game, 

anyhow.  

o And so I vote for the equally voluptuously and stunning Catrina who wants 

to be our Il Fuochista- to Light our Fires. (She thanks me later, I am her 

only vote. Maybe I could over time I could become wise and good enough 

to earn her, on another different desert island, where she could light 

fires for me? (see below)). 

o Natalie gets a vote from everyone except Johannes. 

o Johannes votes for Luigi who wants to be our JUDGE and for Nicolas who 

wants to be our Farmer.  

o Johannes wants to be our ADMINISTRATORE Grande, so that he can 

ORGANISE things for us all and Luigi could help him and Nicolas can feed 

us, from the Fruits of his Island. 

o I say to Johannes I can see he is an ambitious man and that I intend to 

advise the College of Cardinals at the Vatican that he should be 

considered for accelerated promotion, that the next Pope should be a 

younger man. I see his eyes gleam: he is ambitious. He is also very clever. 

o He tells me I am silly, he is humble! Then smiles to himself. 

o  Watch this space: Il Papa Johannes from Ethiopia. Forse in futuro, 

forse! 

 

o Luigi di Parigi is a Portuguese lad, real name Luis (28), who lives in Paris, 

is a Chemist and works as a Salesman extrodinaire for a firm that sells 

the raw ingredients for cosmetics. Luigi speaks very good Italian as well 

as Spanish, French, German and excellent English .   
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o I propose that on our Des Res Island we must all speak Gaelic, so that we 

start with a level playing field. Drat but does Luigi not already speaks 

Basque which is so close to Gaelic that only un Basquetteo caso could tell 

the difference.  

o I feel Luigi and I could work together. I will allow him to pretend to be 

the Boss, do all the talking. (I will stay under covers, you know, with 

Natalie (see below). Let the sick heal themselves: we will be busy. OK? I 

have the gun. I have enough pretend bullets. I am the Boss, OK?) 

o Nicolas (51), slim fit almost silent type, jogger, iz allzo from Sveeden, 

speaks excellent English and who knows what else, a Journalist 

specialising on matters Economic. Potential Desert Island Farmer. He has 

a 15 year old son. That’s all that slipped out during our 5 days together.  

o Later: I think about Nicolas and Natalie La Dottoressa coming from 

Sveeden with their Italian Brown eyes. 

o The day after I come back home I meet Anna a lady in our Choir who I 

now remember is Italian, a kindly lady who has several times offered 

grammar corrections as I have practiced fractured Italian sotto voce in 

the Basso section to my friend George who is in Level 1 Italian now at 

Glasgow Uni. He claims I have infected him.  

o We are exiting from our Carol Concert and are told by those waiting at 

the Stage Door for our autographs (only £5 each please, for our Personal 

Charities) that we were ‘very good’, which I am not sure is actually a 

compliment. 

o Anna turns to speak to her family and we stop too. Anna is a lady with 

cappelli biondi and bright clear Nordic Blue Eyes. She is with her the very 

Italian Husband Sandro and very Italian sons Matteo and Emiglio; the 

males all have dark black/brown Italian eyes.  

o I take it Anna is not Italian, Sandro? OH YES SHE IS! But she is Tuscan! 

She has Viking blood coursing through here genes!’ (Those naughty, 

naughty slow-running Tuscan girls just wanted to get caught.) 

o The Vikings made several trips to Italy, to Tuscany in particular, to pick 

up some Chianti and offer a bit of genetic strengthening. It may well be 

that some local Italian lassies decided to take a proffered  Viking 

Gondola Ride back to Viking Land to do a bit of genetic strengthening of 

their own?  

    

 Cieni, about 30 married, from Tokyo, Operaticollo Sopranista, also attending 

parallel classes at the associated Opera School; Cieni has a slight turn in her 

right eye. It is alluring and reminds me of a tale from my Dad: 
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Dad was Conscripted in WW2 and volunteered for Subs. He was eighteen. 

During training he spent time in Blythe, north of Newcastle. He met a 

girl: “She was lovely Johnny; she had a wee turn in one of her eyes. You 

know, I think it made her even nicer looking, once you got used to it.” 

It is amazing what sticks in our brains: and it all comes back with Cieni.  

Her husband is a lucky man. They SKYPE every day; they miss each other; 

that is not a bad thing! 

 Natelie (35) from California, living in Italia, sounds like a local Italian girl, looks 

like a local Italian girl, has Italian blood in her family, worked on Skye for two 

Summers as an Instructor in outdoor pursuits, works for a friend in Bologna who 

has a software micro-business, as a trainer, has a Degree in Stage Management; 

o I find in one lesson that I simply cannot get it with the prepositions da 

and per. I have enough confidence and vocab now to ask several times and 

Adriana our Tutor does try various ways of telling me.  

o Natalie steps in eventually from my left side to help. She has very, very 

good Italian. Oh and brown eyes. She tries in Italian but I am still at sea. 

Natalie breaks into her Californian drawl and explains it perfectly 

showing me the diagram she has created in her perfect ‘copy notebook’ 

that she makes at home, from her rough notes. The PERFECT Student.  

o We all laugh at my density.  E` normale per me. 

o Cieni hides her Giapponese almost silent laughter behind her hand so as 

not to be impolite to me. 

o Another day I asked Cieni how to say and write ‘slowly’ in Giapponese. 

Why? Just to her speak! 

o Invited to the blackboard she writes velocemente in italiano and 

underneath five tiny squiggles expressing this in Japanese.  

o How do you write ‘more slowly’? She adds to the Italian a tiny squiggle is 

added to her little symbol.  

o And how do you say ‘we all went along more slowly? She changes the 

Italian to Siamo andati insieme molto lentamente  and then another tiny 

curvy squiggle is added to her Giaponese. 

o How wonderfully economical is written Japanese!  

o And she speaks good English, with a strong Japanese accent. 

o I expect she will become a wonderful opera singer, if she is not already 

one. 

o Thank you Giapponesi for our Honda CRV, our Jazz and before that our 

Civic, now doing sterling service in Oxford with SGM. 

o Thank you very much! Domo aragasi! どうもありがとうございました 
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o Another aside! 6 months after I bought my CRV the rear view camera 

failed. The little lens looks like the boot release button and I thought it 

had been caused by someone, (oh no, not me!) pressing too hard on it in 

error.  

o The guy at Honda said no, this was the first time ever he had seen a fault 

like this out of many thousands of CRVs they had sold. It took 2 days to 

get it fixed; one small component out of many in the sub-system. They 

flew the part airfreight from Japan, he told me! Odd, they assemble 

them in Swindon. Did they not have a spare in Swindon? No, they had 

never had such a failure before. No charge. Someone somewhere has 

fallen on a sword, but silently. They held in the blood too, no mess. 

Honour preserved. 

o I saw a Jazz one day a few years ago with an AA guy attending. I asked 

him if he was called out to Hondas much, as we had a Civic which was 

ageing. ‘No, this is my first ever Honda call-out in 21 years of being with 

the AA and this is for a puncture.’ The nice lady came in to use our loo. 

She absolutely loved her Jazz. It was her second Jazz and this was the 

first time she had ever had any kind of problem.  

o I stored this away, and added it to our own experience and that of 

friends. When we chose our Jazz M complained, ‘Why did we not look at 

other small cars?’ M LIKES to shop around, part of the fun, apparently. 

Someone else does not. Someone else would rather fish, or golf, or study 

Italian……. Or create drivel. There is simply no accounting for taste. 

 Natalie from Sveeden, who is with us for only one session, no explanation, but 

has excellent Italian. La Dottoressa voluptuous on the Desert Island of my 

dreams! Where are you now, my love? So I sing to the lonely sky….. 

 ‘I wander the Streets and the Gay (?- see note ‘&’) Crowded Places, Trying to 

forget you, but somehow it seems…….’ 

 (Note ‘&’- I did NOT wander to those places! OK!) 

 Mami another Giapponese, with us for only two sessions, six months into a year-

long stay in Bologna, travelling around as all these young Giapponese women. They 

all travel around Europe on a similar trajectory, passed by word of mouth, or on 

Facebook. Mami is an ‘exemplar’ that fits 50% of those who have frequented La 

Scuola over the course of the last 10 years. Alessandro (another Tutor)  says 

that after the first one ‘found’ them it began. First a few, then a few more and 

now a flood of young gorgeous Giapponese young women just like Mami.  

 (I sing with Al JolsoN “Mami, Mami, How I luv ya, How I luv Ya ….” If only!) 

 And then we have three ‘visiting teachers’ Lara, Agnese and Caterina. In the 

range 25 to 30 they reveal, all building up ‘points’ by gaining experience of 
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different environments, hoping to gain enough to impress the Public Authorities 

to give them a job, any kind of job, please. A Government JOB may have been 

until very recently a ‘Job for Life’ with great conditions etc.  

 They each would like a job teaching children as they have trained for this but 

after waiting so long they would just like a JOB, ANY JOB. PLEASE!!!!!!!!! 

 Agnese also writes stories. We swap emails. She leaves to fly to Londra hoping 

for a job as an editor in a Publishing house. 

 Lara (and yes her Mum and Gran liked Dr Zhivago), is tall and slim and has a 

pretty oval face. She smiles all the time. At me. She has perfect English. She 

gets my humour first time every time. I like her. She makes me feel young. 

 Caterina is no oil painting but I learn quickly she uses special mirrors and has 

absolutely no idea how others see her. We, as a group quickly catch on. Caterina 

is molto intelligente, very squat, strong, slim, like a Scottish soldier; she is a 

Scout Leader and Trains other Scout Leaders. She laughs a lot. Her smile gives 

a strange fascinating beauty. Soon we do not think of her as  unpretty!  I soon 

really, really like her. She has a charismatic personality. She WILL get into one 

of my stories. She will find the right man, a good man, a clever man etc. 

Sadly, this rules me out, but then again, I am already ‘taken’. Poor, poor M! 

 Some people like Berlusconi, and actually feel sorry for him. It seems Premier B 

was very good at promising JOBS.  I can hardly believe this.  

 Even these three jobless girls think he has been hard done to! Do they put 

something in the water? Will I, subject to local water, also soon begin to think 

Sig. B is a good guy? 

 I nostri due insegnanti, Adrianna and Stefania, both 50 ish, both long term at 

La Scuola, both vivace, and yes, you guessed, molto elegante, indeed stunning. 

Both do not speak any language but Italian! Honest! Only very, very limited 

English. Adrianna admits to a little poor German. In my earlier years I thought 

when the Tutors ‘pretended not to understand when I broke down into English in 

frustration that they were dis-comprehending my English deliberately, tah this 

was ‘an act’, ‘a strategy’ a way of levelling the playing field for non-English 

speakers.  

 In fact most students have very good English. Can you imagine this? We ‘help’ 

each other to understand Italian by speaking out in English to be shushed by our 

Tutors into ‘solo in Italiano’ , mainly because they, our Tutors, do not speak or 

really understand English, even though we, their students from many disparate 

lands do! 

 And then there is Alessandro! Around 5ft tall he is dark, wiry, 

bald, large Roman nose, under 8 stone, 50ish and he speaks perfect English; he 

probably speaks perfect ‘everything’! He is an intellectual! He offers us optional 
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extra lectures, lasting exactly 75 minutes, on Italian History, Art and 

Traditional Music et cetera, with the voice of an angel, clear, precise, 

modulated, hypnotic. His words erudite are so complex we understand almost 

nothing but find we must return at his every offering for yet another ‘fix’ of 

the Italian we aspire to speak one day, that musical mellifluous honeyed Italian 

that John Cleese used in ‘A Fish called Wanda’, that made Jamie Lee Curtis turn 

to jelly. 

 And my point  ??????????????????????????????????????????????  

It is Tuesday 13 dicembre, 2011 in Bologna nella classe, nella scuola, circa 

11.30am. My epiphany! 

  I SUDDENLY (!!!!!) realised that all these Italians and aspiring Italians have 

these same black pupils eyes encircled with dark brown irises that I saw on my 

Train Girl and that ergo, she, my Train Girl, MUST have been Italian too? 

How dim can a person be for so long?  

(My eyes? I am a ‘hazel’, a boring, boring old ‘hazel’!) 

Since my epiphany I have looked and looked at Italians whenever we are in Italy.  

It is hard to find a non-black/brown eyed Italians.  

There are a very few who have blue eyes and a miniscule number who have other 

colours. Some Italians even have natural blonde hair, as Anna of the Choir. It seems 

this is persists still from long ago when the Vikings offered their energenetic 

strengthening to the entire Italian peninsula. 

Back to Via San Felice:  

Sandra does not starve herself.  

Her day begins before I rise at 6.00am to shower and when I go to make a 

coffee she has already eaten her first meal, switched on her TV to low sound, (it will 

remain on until around 1.00am next morning) as we “Buon Giorno” each other. With 

ciggie fired up and held aloft in her left hand she plays solitaire on her laptop with her 

right.  

Like me she has her routines. She reads as much as she eats and smokes and 

watches the TV and plays on her laptop. She only moves from Lounge to Kitchen to 

Bathroom. I think someone shops for her; there is a lot of food about. I think she eats 

healthily, just lots and lots. She has a cleaning lady at least once a week. The flat is 
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spotless and warm. Everything works. Apart from the odour, this is a perfect place to 

stay. Clam, warm, convenient, interesting: terrific value at about £135 for 8 nights. 

There is also WiFI (called WeeFee in Italian). After a couple of false starts I 

am able to connect with M ‘s I-Pad which she has most kindly allowed me to bring. A 

boon, no more need to bring a heavy dictionary, reference books etc. All ‘free’ on the 

web now. My new Bluetooth keypad is superb. “Thank you Santa; thank you for coming 

early.” 

As far as I know S did not leave the appartamento from my arrival around 7.pm 

on Sat 11 Dec until she went out on Wed 14 from around 2.00pm until around 6.00pm. 

I went out for a bottle of water and on my return passed her half way back up 

the long climb of stairs, being cradled in the arms of her neighbour on the piano noboli 

(the posh floor) below.  

(I think this is her good friend who owns the building and who hates the portone 

(outer door) to be banged shut, (I have been forcible warned by Sandra about this even 

before I have entered when I pressed the citophone on Saturday when I arrived.) 

I think S has found that raising her great bulk back up to our level so 

exhausting she has almost passed out. There is no lift. I realise that in effect, she is 

trapped up here. 

S speaks in what I take to be ‘perfect’ Italian, slowly, clearly, helpfully. She is 

always polite. I think she is a very nice person. She is helpful and knowledgeable about 

local ristoranti and shops of various types.  

Does she have any friends? I did not hear a single telephone call in progress 

during my stay. She has a sister who lives about 100 miles away. A car has been 

mentioned. Later I discover that a big door opens from the street to reveal a long 

corridor that leads under these appartamenti to a large well lit covered car park. Her 

car is there? 

As I mentioned, S and I are not alone here. The second lodger, Vittoria, is from 

Palermo, in Sicilia. She is in the second year of a four year course in Art Therapy. She 

is 30 ish, boyish in appearance, and as quiet and secretive as a Church mouse. She has a 

strange face and poor skin. She has several moles. I see her three times only. Once as 

she made fast minestrone soup and I made a caffe espresso. She just beat me, gobbled 

it down and disappeared up the recently built stairs from the Kitchen to the Attic, 

where her room is bella e bouna, (S says), a room which was installed fairly recently. I 
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hae ma doots aboot whether this arrangement would comply with UK Building 

Standards. 

But, do the Authorities even know it exists.  

Does she, like me, pay cash, no receipts? 

Vittoria is a transient like me, in Bologna for a few weeks only for a special 

course. She also has an exam soon. No she does not ‘do art’ herself, too busy, no 

aptitude. So she says. She says so little, it must be true. I turn she is gone.  

Total contact over 8 days- 12 minutes or less. 

Sandra rents this apartment from her very good friend downstairs. It is 

stuffed with good quality ‘things’. She is not poor. She seems completely ‘with it’. No 

evidence of alcohol or drug consumption (nicotine does not count as a drug here and 

someone suggested that wine did not really count as alcohol.)  

I know am over-curious, that her life is not my business, but she puzzles me. 

Profoundly. She makes me feel sad, for her. For all other people who live lonely in 

closed restricted lives.  

I suspect that there are many such Sandras here in Bologna, and in Bearsden; 

and everywhere. 

 I was in NY, NY once on business (1983) and my Mum asked me to visit a Jewish 

lady in a very smart apartment block.  

I took flowers and chocolates, she offered Vodka.  

I asked for tea or coffee duly provided.  

She drank Vodka, almost a full bottle during my one hour stay.  

She was alone, very sad and got very drunk.  

She cried, dried her tears. She told her sad tale.  

Then: 

 ‘Take my love to your Mum. Your Mum was so good to my Mum and Dad. Say 

thank you to her. Kiss her for me.’ 

And so on and so on. 

I left.  
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She was alone again. She had sufficient wealth.  

She was lonely and sad and afraid.  

She was a girl from Glasgow who had ‘done well’ in NY, NY.  

No one left in Glasgow to come back too. 

For S her life seems calm, controlled, and so, so boring, by my observation.  

I count up now that I am back here in Bearsden and reckon that over those 8 

days and nights S & Me have been not more than 10 m from each other  for some 108 

hours and have conversed, in total for less than 30 minutes.   

During that same period I reckon that she spoke to V even less than that. No 

phone calls? No SKYPE calls. Emails? Neighbours – just that one time when she was 

distressed. I reckon she has been only been outside a 10m radius from her settee in 

her Lounge for less than 4 hours in those 8 days. 

So what does she actually get out of having ‘her space invaders’ with her in her 

appartomento? I do not think it is the money. It all seems so strange and so sad to me. 

That is probably why she inhabits these pages so much, as I try hard to comprehend 

this oh so strange life. 

Will she ever break out of this comfortable prison? 

Bar Jazz:  

For seven days I go to Bar Jazz to Breakfast with Luciano.  

He may be older than me and he starts every single day there, I reckon. His 

wife Pietra is sotto terra where the kitchen is, way, way, underneath us, no windows. 

There is a citofono (two way speaker system) and a dumb waiter. Folk deliver raw food 

ingredienti down the stairs to her. There may be a Kitchen helper with her. There is a 

cleaning girl in the morning. I am the dafty ‘Sono Scozzese etc’ regular. He greets me 

each year anew.  The ‘help’ is different every year. Luciano is almost always there. He is 

always grumpy. He has never been to the UK and I doubt he has been anywhere. I hope 

I am wrong. He too seems to be in an ‘open’ prison, trapped in his small world of Barr 

Jazz.  

Paolo and Nicola and Elinora come and go as their shifts rotate alongside Luciano 

at the Bar. Business is steady all day and busy at Lunchtime and during the early 

evening Aperitivo time every working day. It is beside the Due Torre, next to Feltrinelli 

Bookshop, near la mia Scuola. Superb location. It MUST make a mint.  
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Luciano and Pietra are always there, I predict, from 7.00am to about 8.00pm, 

seven days out of seven during my stay. They MUST be stashing it away. 

I go in one evening at 7.30pm with Pheona and David (see below) and Luciano is 

off home but Pietra is still there, above ground now, counting the cash. Lots of cash. 

Paolo is still there too, even though I saw him that morning. Did he work all day? It is a 

family business. P and N and E are NOT family. Who will inherit, carry on? Who would 

want this long day by day grind?  

I hope they have lots of children out there. I hope L&P are wise enough to go 

out and enjoy what I imagine is great wealth stuffed under beds at home in an 

appartamento piu` grande!  The amount of work they put in, they deserve it.  

They are just like many, many Italian Café/Restaurant/Fisha da 

Chipsa/Hairdressing families in Glasgow and the others of their own and past 

generations. 

 “Café Cioa by Equi” on Sauchiehall Street nr Charing Cross was like that.  

Over many years I had many luches there, and consider myself to be a bit of an 

expert on that place, by observation. 

Mum (?) and Dad (Giorgio) did all the work. Mum was the worker, the driving 

force, the nebbie bossy one. G swanned about, trying to look good all the time. 

Mum shouted at him, kept him on his toes. But they, in my opinion, both spoiled 

her Son and Daughter. I may be wrong but I strongly suspect that over time 

they bought all the block of tenements above the shop and who knows, maybe 

the surrounding tenements and shops as well.  

Class B1 Retail Property. Worth millions.  

Mum &Dad have now gone up to the Café in the Sky.  

Son P***** will ‘lose it all’ before he shakes off his mortal coil, my view.  

Fancy girlfriends and, basically, spoiled and lazy. Like his sister.  

Posers, not workers like Mum and Dad. Both offspring now in their fifties and 

both unmarried.  

No decent hard working Italian family would touch them with a barge pole, in my 

view.  

Such a harsh judgement but sadly, probably true. 
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My view, my view. I hope I am wrong! 

On Thursday evening of my week in Bologna I meet Pheona and David, both early 

50s, who moved from Glasgow East to Bedogno in Emilia Romagna to start a B&B and 

Art Holiday Business just two years ago, turning their long term dream into their own 

little bit of paradise. (Il vostro pezzo di paridiso) 

I should ‘write up’ our Holiday there last September, one of the best holidays we 

have ever had. I am sure we will return; it is like living in a film set where you get to be 

part of the action. 

You should go too!   

http://www.artholidaysinitaly.com/ 

They are here in Bologna to reconnoitre a particular B&B because they often 

have guests who want to stay on after their time with at Art Holidays for a few 

days to ‘do’ Bologna. They tell me they have found a ‘gem’ of a B&B place.  

David has a ‘mullion’ great Glasgow sayings and phrasings that I love, most of 

which I have not heard for years. We share the same sturdy legs, big, big calves; both 

of us have 19.5” calves. Beat that if you can! 

But most of all D & Me share the same humour and giggle like schoolboys. Pheona 

acts like our older, slightly scolding sister, keeping us in the real world while D & Me 

would happily drift off like hot air balloons (no pun intended) into the Eddie Izzard-like 

world of the surreal.   

The three of us burble in oor ane Glasweegian patios for about an hour or so 

then meet Luigi di Parigi at Casa Monica. Freed of the constraints of La Scuola, Luigi is 

terrific company. We learn of his world-wide travels up to his knees in the raw stuff of 

smelly stuff and unguents various and of his intended Carina Ragazza from Columbia 

who cannot get a Visa to live and work in France - as the Authorities are so strict and 

wary of “White Weddings” as he terms ‘marriages of convenience’. He is currently 

Catching a ‘22’ situation and unless he goes to live in Columbia the two young lovers 

seem destined to be Two Young Skype Lovers for the foreseeable future. Luigi will 

solve it; he is a very clever guy. 

Then Ph & D and Me go later to ‘Celtic Druid’, Bologna’s foremost Irish Pub 

where everyone drinks Guinness. I see my first ever Italian worse for wearing drink. Of 

course he may be Irish or Scottish or who knows? He is about 50ish and half asleep, 

http://www.artholidaysinitaly.com/
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propping up the Bar alone. If he is Italian he has probably had only two pints. Italians 

can happily make two small beers last all night long. 

David tells of recently going to see Gli Azzuri  (Italian soccer team) playing in a 

big match earlier this year. He went up to a crowded bar in Villa Minozzo, a mile from 

where he lives,  to watch it on the big Plasma with half of the men of the village. He, 

David, was the only one with an alcoholic drink. One small beer. D is not a big drinker. 

None of the other men had any alcohol to drink and at half-time they crowded around 

the fridge for an ice cream.  

Harking back: 

My friend Alan from Italian classes at Strathclyde Uni has a sister who lives 

near Milan.  

Visiting her he goes with his brother-in-law to the local Bar quite often.  

He buys a beer and offers round a beer to B-in-L and his pals.  

“Yes please, Alan, Grazie mille.” 

Alan drinks his beer and gestures to the other guys his bottle is empty - their 

turn.  

They smile and say, “No thanks Alan, we are fine, thanks”.  

They hug one small beer all night; every time.   

And I can confirm this: Italians are NOT big drinkers in my experience.  

We watch three young ladies about 25 sitting at bar stools with full pints of G. 

They sip a tiny drop, (do they even like its bitter taste?) then leave the glasses in front 

of them as if they are ornaments. These nearly full pints will last all night, and I guess 

will eventually be swilled away, almost untouched. 

Later they have attracted three lads.  

Three more nearly full pints of G. Again hardly any of drunk.  

David points out that the youngsters ‘are here hoping for a lumber’ and that our 

older snoozing beauty at the other end of the bar ‘is in here for a slumber’. 

We leave after midnight. There are still folks arriving as we leave. They live 

around the clock here.  

Back now to Saturday morning 17 Dec. at da Sandra: 
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Virtually unslept, I am up at last, showered and coffee’d and say, “Buon Giorno 

Sandra e arrividerci”.  

Salutations exchanged, she rings for a taxi for me.  

As I brush my teeth and she whispers around the bathroom door, ‘It will arrive 

in 4 minutes’. 

  V is still asleep, upstairs in the Attic, some 3 m above our heads. 

‘Bye Bye V, Bye Bye S.’ 

I open the Portone and step out right into my taxi.  

All is calm, all is bright. The driver and I grumble about how much footballers 

earn.  I try to explain, (very unsuccessfully)  about  Bobo Balde’ and his 5 year £50,000 

a week contract with Celtic which he ‘saw out’ faithfully  for the last 4.5 years after he 

fell from favour and was dropped from the first team. He even claimed his £500, 000 

(?) loyalty bonus after his 5 year stint ran out. (Is this really nearly £13.5M in total 

that he cost/earned for a handful of fist team games?) Think of the stories he will tell 

his Grandchildren. 

That’s what I call ‘True Grit!’   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bobo_Bald%C3%A9  

 

La Stazione Bologna Centrale at 06.55am is chaotic madness.  

This is one of the busiest rail hubs in all of Italy with many platforms and trains 

arriving and departing all day long. I join the crowd worshiping TABALLONE the big 

electronic display and think back to my previous visit on Wednesday afternoon.  

On my arrival last Saturday off the Shuttle bus at Milano Centrale I saw a nice 

bright empty ‘shop’ so went in and bought a high speed return ticket; but my 

return time request was lost in translation; I need to be at Milan at 9.00am at 

the very latest on Sat 17 Dec, not leaving Bologna at 09.00 which is somehow 

the ticket I bought from that nice man. 

This I discovered eventually on Monday when I actually looked at the return 

half. So I am here on Wednesday afternoon to try to ‘put this right’.  

I have used the I-pad to visit the TrenItalia sito di web. I am prepared, ready 

to enter the fray. I speak to Customer Relations. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bobo_Bald%C3%A9
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Using my usual starter;  

“Buon Giorno Signore, Sono Scozzese. Sono John Bonthron di Glasgow”.  

(So many people in Bologna know this opening now) and a smile rolls out across 

the face of the nice Customer Relations man as he reads my ticket which I have 

carefully annotated with ticks and crosses and new information about the train I 

need to change too, the earlier one the FR9502 which leaves BC at 07.35am 

which arrives at MC at 08.40am.  

“Can he help?” he asks in Italian  

We run round the track a few times and then he scowls at me. I smile back and 

repeat my mantra, like a Buddhist monk at my prayer wheel.  

“Buon Giorno Signore, Sono Scozzese. Sono John Bonthron di Glasgow.”  

Then try again to explain myself using my slowest clearest Italian which I do 

admit I have rehearsed aloud as walked along the street to La Stazione, 

attracting quite a bit of attention. 

Suddenly Signore of Customer Relations, smiles. Now that he knows he can 

actually help me we are new friends. He WANTS to help me. Or does he want to 

get rid of me? 

‘Yes! What you have to do it go to the Ticket Office, out there, out there’, he 

gestures, smiles says goodbye as he hands back my much scribbled on A4 sheet 

that is my now very crumpled  ticket to ride. 

I start to form again the words of my mantra but……….. 

He rises from his Customer Relations’ desk and turns it swiftly and goes ‘Off 

Duty’ to hide until the mad guy from Glasgow has finally buggurt aff.  

I follow the fading memory of his hand signals and find myself at the Platform.  

A tiny angel in the form of a girl called Silvia, who spends her life in a little 

booth selling high priced last minute dot.com type tickets to last minute very 

late travellers who hope to catch a FrecceRossi  High speed Inter-City train, 

like wot I hope mine will be on Saturday. I hope, I hope, I hope. 

I wait my turn.  

Folk are desperate, their train is waiting, it’s very, very urgent.  
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“OK to go before you Signore Dafty in the Funny Hat?” they mutter. 

Some just pretend I am not there and step in front of me. Eventually My Little 

Angel Silvia insists I get a turn. She smiles. I repeat my mantra: 

 ‘Buon Giorno Signorina, Sono Scozzese. Sono John Bonthron di Glasgow’.  

Dear sweet young lady do not make me step out into the pathway of a speeding 

train to escape my trials. Please help, please, I am old and tired and you simply 

must help me …… ‘.  

I am GOOD at pathetic. Very good. Years of practice. It often works. 

My Little Angel Silvia (MLAS) does in fact help. A lot. 

I continue to try to speak Italian, I am a proud macho man; she is a mere slip of 

a girl.  

Silvia gently explains in very good English that my Ticket has a problem: I 

bought a ‘very special fixed dates and times ticket’ from the nice man last 

Saturday evening. It can be changed but it is very difficult. Easier to stick, not 

twist.  

‘But Silvi hon, I simply must change or I will MISS MY PLANE.’ 

‘OK John Bonthron di Glasgow in Scozia, listen very carefully, this is what you 

have to do…..’ 

Some many minutes later I am here, as now, in the chaos of this very same 

Informazione Hall, the BC Bilglieterio and Informazione Hall, one of the busiest 

in all Italy, at one of the busiest times of the day. In fact there are two 

Bilglieterii, one at each side of the Hall. The cattle are lowing, the sheep are 

bleating. We make headless chickens look like Oxford Dons.  

I use Sylvie’s detailed instructions which she has repeated until I have really 

‘got it’ and I join the right conga. 

I get my turn although this is tricky as the 6 or so ticket windows open and shut 

at random, as Ticket Folks go aff fur a fag? And, if they can, all Italians will 

happily skip any queue as they do in this my conga challenge. But I have a 

weapon, I am not actually in a hurry, I have three days to sort this, but they, 

the others, they are all in a hurry.  

I do at last get an ‘open windae’ and stake my claim, boldly. 
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I bend and peer through the wee windae into a small angry man.  

He can see right away from my non-Italian eyes that ‘here comes trouble’.  

I do my thing: 

‘Buon Giorno Signore, Sono Scozzese. Sono John Bonthron di Glasgow’.   

And then slowly try to explain. He gestures with some annoyance that I should 

slip the ‘Ticket’ under the glass to him. He tries to decipher my annotations and 

gradually gets the message.   

A dime light starts to flicker. This is the glimmer of hope in my brain. He has 

not said No! Not yet. 

‘NO! Signore, non posso!’  

He slips the crumpled ‘ticket’ swiftly back to me as if it has become radioactive. 

No way he can help me, he says. 

The whole ‘better to stick, not twist’ thing starts again.  

I recognise this and then repeat what MLA SILVIA had explained slowly in 

English in great detail. I however have to use Italian as he does not seem to 

know or admit to any English.  

“SYLVIA says you can do it for me.” 

And I slowly repeat what she has rehearsed into me. 

He hangs his head in defeat.  

Maybe Silvia is much more powerful in this place than I had taken her for. Or is 

it that Silvia’s Dad is the Big Boss here? Maybe Sylvia is the la prima donna di 

BC? I will never know. 

He gestures with the disdain of a defeated macho Italian male that I should re-

slip him my ticket.  

He then repeats what MLA Silvia has already explained as if in fact this has 

been his own idea,that somehow I had stupidly not asked for, that somehow I 

had asked for something else? 

‘You can only trade this ticket for 50% refund (I will get 19 Euro back) and then 

buy a new ticket for 34 Euro. Are you really so desperate that you want to 
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FORCE me, poor busy Alessandro, dying for a fag Alessandro, to go through all 

that horrible rigmarole? Please, why not just Stick? 

‘Yes, my dear Alessandro, I must do it or I will MISS MY PLANE!’ 

Do I hear a muttered F****** B****** in Italian.  

(Watch it matey, I will tell Silvia if you abuse me even under your dying for a fag 

breath.) 

He receives my original Carta di Credito with ill grace.  

I must buy my new ticket first. (He is hoping the train I want, the FR9502 will 

be full, and that this transaction will then stop, a fag will be sucked?).  

No, it is all OK, tutto IS va bene, I can get a seat on the FR 9502 after all.  I 

have my new ticket. It even looks like a ticket. We both check it very, very 

carefully. He takes 34 Euro from my Carta di Credito. 

Now he needs my Passport before he can do the refund. He happily tells me that 

I will not get the refund for at least a month, (perhaps he added “maybe never”, 

sotto voce?). 

Suddenly, wonderfully, he is very, very happy. Alessandro is My New Best 

Friend. he has helped me. He has been successful! 

It is as if, now that I am his very best friend, we should go back there into a 

darkened room and have each other’s babies.  

(If only he didn’t smoke that is! And anyhow, I would keep secret my other issue, 

about my wee op all those years ago. After all we are both older men, he might 

have proved barren with anyone!) 

“AHHA! Signore Battibontoroni, your Carta di Credito is actually a Carta di 

Debito. Everything is easy fix now.” I think he said in Italian. 

(It is a Caxton FX Card a pre-loaded with Euros card, a carta seldom seen 

by MNBF Alessandro.   

Thank you Rodney for this steer, it is so useful this card, I have told 

everyone about it, you can withdraw Euros from most ATMs without 

incurring Bank Card charges which can be very high).  

MNBF Alessandro can give me Euros Cash in my hot hand. If I promise not to 

cry for joy in front of him, he can make me happy. I will go away from his 
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Window a HAPPY MAN. That is why he is suddenly happy! All along he thought he 

would disappoint me but NO, he Alessandro can make me happy and so he is 

happy. 

I have my money and new Ticket, my Card and my Passport.  

‘Tutto va bene?’ asks Alessandro.  

‘Yes, thank you very much. I will write you into one of my wee silly stories, you 

will be a very nice person Alessandro, I promise.’ 

‘Ah but I am a writer too! I am writing a history of Messina, in Calabria, do you 

know Calabria, Gianni? It is very beautiful, you should go!’ 

Alessandro is now Off on One, Big Time………………………………..Calabria this! Calabria 

that! Calabria tuther!….. 

I hear a restless crowd mutter behind me; ‘Come oan, Come oan get aff ya Fat 

Scottish Numpty, we need help…..WE UR IN A HURRY HERE, Bugger aff, gonae? 

I leave with grateful thanks on my tongue. Alessandro closes his windae! Time 

fur a fag. 

I stop to thank Silvia; Silvia, Silvia-she is ‘free’. I tell her of Alessandro writing 

the history of Messina et cetera. She is puzzled, ‘Alessandro can write?’ 

My tiny Alessandro must be a different Alessandro from the tall handsome sexy 

one that sprang to her mind? 

I go back to Customer Relations to thank my old friend.  He sees me enter and 

rising goes immediately ‘Off Duty’ and trots away for a fag break?  

Such is the short fleetingness of near life-long friendship?  

IF we had but got to know each other better?  

IF I had but not brought him a big difficulty?  

Then mayhap we could have become buddies of La Penna (careful, The Pen, not 

the other very similar word for a man’s naughty bit!)   

But here I am again at 06.55am on Sat 17 Dec: 

I am back again in that same busy hall looking up. 
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I am worshiping intermingled with my flux of fellow travellers as we stare 

devoted upwards at the big electronic TABALLONE (notice-board) with its two columns 

and many rows of ever-changing, sometimes flashing informazione dei treni  with 

accompanying auto-scheduled audio warnings.  

The clock ticks on and on as each discrete red electronic minute passes leaving 

me standing still.  

Now I have studied it long and hard, top to bottom, back to front and then 

bottom to top. 

At 07.02 I conclude that there may be a problem. No sign on the TABALLONE 

of FR 9502 07.35 on to take me from BC to MC.  

I start again at the very beginning, (which Julie Andrews perennially advises is a 

‘Very Good Place To Start’: remember folks, I have been here before with this 

‘reading without compri-ATTEN….SHun!’ 

FR9502 is very definitely not there. Non c’e`!   

Worry lines form around the fake serenity of my miscomprehension. I check 

again and still come up with niente.  

Ah! Ah! Ahlessandro will be here. Ahlessandro my life long friend. And I can 

check on our babies, how they are doing, did they sleep well, any teeth yet, sore on the 

nipples etc. 

I join the even more impatient queue of the Caffe`’d’urgent travellers in the 

Ferrero Rocher Q. 

I am up for it; they WILL NOT skip past me this time.  Two windows only 

operating and so many needy people.  

I get to the window before a very disappointed and slightly slower lady than me. 

She hangs at my ear, very much inside my personal space, nearly touching, her fag 

breathe as a reminder that her need is greater, more urgent than my stupid-hatted 

need. 

Through the wee windae I see a Silvia look alike. Sylvia’s Sister!  

My heart soars. I enquire of the ‘no aboots’ of FR9502? She patiently ducks 

near, almost to lip smacking distance from OUR wee window. I lean forward to gaze into 

her black/brown eyes and Dragon Breathe comes with me, almost nuzzling my right ear. 
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Silvia’s sister looks up at BIG TABALLONE and shouts at me pointing her nicotine 

stained finger upwards towards BIG T most urgently and says the equivalent of: 

  “Up there, ya stupit eejit, see that big boardy thingmy, see it, aye, up there. 

Look UP there. That’s where it tells ye everything aboot train times, ken like, eh?” 

 I glance round, Dragon Breathe eases a knee between me and MY windae.   

“Ye dinnae come and ask here, eh?” 

I continue to stare at Big T still mystified.   

“Naw, no here, eh? Naw, no here, this is fur tickets, and that, eh? No flippin’ 

infurmashion aboot train times, eh?” 

Dragon Breathe shoves her knee harder and edges in with an elbow. 

  “Naw, trains times is BIG T, in those yins at Custumur Infurmashion, eh?”. 

“Get it? Noo bugger aff, eh? An’ that’s ma Aunty yir haudin’ back, get it? Ya big 

Numptie, eh?’ 

No, maybe not Silvia’s sister after all. 

And I have been in this nightmare of frustration and my own incompetence oft 

times before, often asleep, many more times wide awake, as now. 

I revert to the old and trusted formula, and repeat, slowly, clearly: I have some 

time on my side; but it is running out: now 07.12; there is now a slight edge to my voice. 

“Buon Giorno Signorina, Sono Scozzese, Sono John Bonthron di Glasgow.” 

Uncharacteristically I nudge Dragon Breathe sideways, ignoring her protest, and 

place my fat face right against my windae. 

“Il treno numero FR 9502 NON C’E` sul big T! Honest Signorina gentile it isnae, 

looky seey for yourself! 

Sylvia’s Sister ducks to read, I move my face back, Dragon Bt=retahe squeezes 

her face in. SS looks long and hard.  

Dragon Breathe now shoving hard with her hefty body right up against me. 

She is muttering to those behind her and to her side that this Fat Scottish Guy 

is being a prat. Thankfully this is all going on ‘behind me’; as in the Panto? 
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I prevent my lips from uttering my rebuke:  

‘Get Aff me, Thee Breath of the Dark Pits of Despair! Never in a million years 

will accept your sexual advances. No matter how hard you try to nibble at my right ear 

and rub your volumes against my back.’  

Behind my wee windae SS examines her small screen copy version of the Big T 

Screen and shouts to a colleague who is sitting with a large cup of steaming something, 

reading a paper and studiously ignoring the restless crowds on the other far side, the 

dangerous side of the windows. 

‘Hoya Alfie, eh? What’s this all about, Alfie, eh?’ 

SS and Alfie get together in a huddle around Alfie’s small screen and then SS 

disappears. Dragon Breathe presses her face into the window and shouts her now 

urgent disgust into the citofono but is impolitely ignored.  

She now jumps ship from my queue and shoves up hard against the back of 

another lady just like herself, at the adjacent window. 

To her delight this new friend turns out to be her long lost Siamese Sister who 

seems to immediately  seems to accept that yes, at last, when you least expect it, just 

after your lottery numbers have struck gold, here she comes, that Siamese Sister who 

has lived all her life in selfish luxury and has never before sought you amongst the poor 

people to offer a crust in your poverty; but here she is now after all these years of 

surgical separation, re-asserting her sisterly rights to at least half of your winnings.  

They mutter into each other’s ears and I hear ‘Scozzese Numptiese’ mentioned.  

They buy a Two for One Siamese Special deal ticket. I hope they have made a 

big mistake with the return time! I am vindictive in my own sweet quiet Numptie way. 

You really don’t know me at all. 

Silvia’s doppelganger is back. She probably has been away for a fag. Discontent 

thunders around me. I am alone at my window queue. They are ten abreast at the other 

window, leaning into each other like flock of grumpy gaggling geese. 

Silvia lookalike speaks: 

‘Si, Si numero FR9502 FRA POCO. Si, Aspetta, Fra Poco. (Wait a few minutes, It 

will show OK just wait!)  

I work what she has said a bit later but at that point in time I am still confused 

so I start my mantra again.  
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‘Sono Scozz..’ 

‘Naw, dinnae start that Sono Scozzese stuff again,eh?  Ahv hud as much o that 

as ah kin take fur wan day. F*** AFF! OK, eh?’ 

 She slams shuts her window and leaves for yet another fag.  

A new window opens elsewhere. The geese gaggle noisily over to it as do I. I am 

almost killed as they re-rush to it, this new window of hope and opportunity. I squint 

into it and see it is Alfie. Alfie: he is the only one who knows what it’s all about, you 

know. And he is a man who likes to keep his secrets, very secret! 

I re-join the Hoards at the Board and begin my Aspetto!  

I wait, I wait. I worry. I wait. Red Time is ticking on: 07.23 and FR 9502 is still 

NON C’E`! 

I become aware of a wonderful heavenly perfume to my right and sneak a wee 

glance over and see an elegant hand hold a ticket near me. I read it. FR9502. 

‘Sono  Scozz…….et cetera’  I incant to the lovely Margherita; 

(Yes you were there my dear, transmogrified into a slightly more robust, 

younger, Italian speaking, out of work ladies’ fashion shop assistant who lives here in 

Bologna and has spent the last six months catching up on all the travel she missed out 

on when she was a slave to work. This Margherita of the Binario (platform) is now off 

to Parigi to meet a  friend,  (Luigi? for a long amorous weekend?), and she too is flying 

from Aeroporto Milano later this morning and she too is waiting for her train, serenely, 

calmly and contentedly.  

She has no hang-ups, no worries. It is early, she says, it is only 07.25, our train 

is not until 07.35. 

I explain my concern and explain the FRA POCO story and at my exhortation and 

pathetic pleading she agrees reluctantly to ask again at the window. She goes directly 

to Alfie, pushes in fiercely, like a Rugby Front Row Forward, and asks ‘What’s it all 

about?’ 

She sidles back to my side and explains that BIG TABALLONE is having a wee 

headache today (BIG T’s Manager was on a big night out last night, 3 beer job) and will 

not in fact Fra Poco show the Binario Number for us to board FR9502. BIG T’s Manager 

is away having a fag and a strong doppio espresso and will resume normal service after 

the departure of FR9502 which will, almost certainly leave from just here, just outside 
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at Binario Numero Uno, where we are standing. It always does, she explains in slow 

Italian which I can understand.   

  In due time the VOICE will confirm Binario Numero Uno, she reassures.  

But what if she is wrong, just this once, I start to fret anew.  

M of the Binario says, ‘tutto va bene, John, tutto va bene.’  

The train is a-comeing down the line. Aspetta, Aspetta, Aspetta con calma, Sig 

Bontastiloni.  Just calm down Signore John Bonterlasettoni di Glasgow and stand by me, 

be a man.  

Under the ‘fluence of her heady floral perfume my new fantasy begins: 

‘Yes OK John, you can hold my hand if you must, but only in a brotherly/sisterly 

manner: I am saving my energies, for three days of tantric sex, later in Parigi, a nice 

HANDSOME guy called Luigi. He speaks excellent Italian, French, Portugese, German 

and very good Basque.  And of course very good English, as I do myself, don’t you agree, 

my dear older dafter new brother, John?’  

‘Oh I do agree. I do agree to anything you say Margherita, as always, because, as 

always, you Margherita, do actually know everything that is worth knowing although it 

must be asserted, practically nothing about fishing.’ 

At 07.33 she shushes my rambling rants which I bumble at her in a mishmash of 

Italian and pigeon English. My English is slipping away, Arrrrgh! 

A deep male (Alfie) VOICE says, very gruffly, twice. 

Il treno Numero FR9502 arriva in orario al Binario Uno. 

Il Treno Numero FR9502 arriva in orario al Binario Uno. 

Margherita takes me by the hand and takes me to a certain, exact spot on the 

platform.  

“Wait here for Carrozza No 11 John. That is your carriage place to stand.” 

“Grazie, Margherita of the Binario, grazie mille.” 

“Goodbye John. Say ‘Hello’ to your Margherita for me. Tell her to stay strong, 

for both of you.” 

“Grazie Tanti Margherita with beautiful black/brown Italian eyes and still 

glowing dark brown Italian hair.’ 
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She shakes her head and raises her eyebrows, ‘Da una bottiglia Gianni, da una bottiglia’, 

as she shakes out her flowing locks. 

“Ma  Margherita, tu e’ uno Regalo da Dio, arrivederci.” 

“No John, to be more correct, not a ‘Regalo’ which is a ‘Present’, I think you the 

word you want is a ‘Gift’ which is ‘Dono’.” 

“Si, Si, Margherita, lei e’ un DONO da Dio, come la mia proprio Margherita in 

Glasgow.” 

She smiles and swirls off to her very own place on the platform and il treno 

numero FR9502 slips unannounced  to a near silent stop beside the platform and I step 

aboard an almost empty train.  

A few minutes later and Bologna slides away from us. I have a backward-facing 

seat, which I love, and at 07.35 my comfort blanket that is Bologna is pulled away from 

us, down the tracks, until next time.  

I plug in the E-Pods and listen to Eddi Reader and think yet again: 

“Ah I Luv that Wuman. Whit a rare voice she huz, nae jokin, she’s jist smashin, 

so she is.” 

My fellow travellers are almost all asleep. The Muse takes hold as I look at the 

landscape racing away from me and peer into the faces of the somnambulists slipping 

with me through the dull glow of daybreak. 

I doze and hum along quietly with Eddi and sketch their faces while 

intermittently jotting these thoughts, now made into words for you to read, almost a 

prose poem: 

How little we really see, can really know of those around us.  

We travel together now through the break of dawn together on a new day of our 

doubts, and hopes, towards things that we are so sure of that may well be 

wrong, temporarily cocooned and constrained together until we arrive senza 

fermare alla Stazione Milano Centrale. 

Some of us sleep, others read, some listen to music as another writes and 

sketches, seeking to preserve thoughts and wonderings. 

Shall we ever have this opportunity to ‘osculate’ again? 
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Light now creeps over the flatness of the Plain of Po, this busy, industrious, 

frenetic part of Italy. Slowly, so, so slowly the subdued Winter colours emerge 

from the shadows as the Sun lights up the horizon behind us; Bologna cannot 

hold us more, we must fly West now, on to meet our new mysteries. 

There are dull green tips on dirty silver birch/poplar trees in piccoli boschi 

dotted around the dull grey/ brown greening fields of winter crops peeking 

white green tips upwards. Are these trees a commercial crop and for what will 

be there final use? They will be pretty in full summer sun and that is reason 

enough from them to be in this soft calming, backdrop.  

How do we KNOW to respond from our hearts, warmly, achingly, to such beauty 

in our lands, and in each other? 

This flatness hides from our view, limits our vistas keeping its secrets from our 

squardi fugace, (fleeting glances). Maybe it is not all the same beyond our 

limited horizons, maybe this is but a mirage of the misty morning, intending to 

deceive us, the mere temporaries?  

From time to time we slice through corridors of high barrier walls protecting 

houses from high speed whoosh and rumble of our hurtle. We are up to full 

speed now. We are safe, and strong here in our carrozza: in here, air 

conditioned, we are invincible together, “We are-a’ Peepell!”  

I do really like trains. I like the face to face-ness of it all, the constant passage 

of people along the corridor; the opportunities for ‘osculation’.  

We hammer though a very short tunnel and shoot out again.  

The remnants of our night now past have been smashed to smithereens by the 

scintillating shafts of sunlight as the dawn Sun bursts through and up above this 

new horizon. 

This is the Italy I know best, colours bright, cars zipping, racing alongside us, 

then disappearing, giving way, as they slow and attraversare on the new bridges 

above us: we command the flat faster low ground. We are bullet straight. 

Houses have been disappeared to allow us to slice daily like ever-fresh bread 

from A to B, as decreed by Euclid. 

We are the Powerful. We are the FrecceRossi! 

The distant low Sun pulses now with incrementing silvery yellow emissions. We 

are racing even faster and faster driven by strengthening solar winds.  
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Now we are veering, curving.  

How dare THEY make US deviate!  

Centripetal forces raise some of the sleepers from their slumbers and eyes 

blink.  

Straight is good; Curves are bad.  

We need to slumber, need to dream on and on; to re-organise; to refresh our 

minds. 

Dov’e` agli sognatori di me?  

Where have my fellow dream-travellers gone? 

Nnow that they have returned again behind to their calm mask-like closed-eyed 

faces? 

Do they travel backwards in time to old delights, titillations, secret pleasures, 

again touching, fondling old pleasant thoughts?  

Or do they feel again the pain as they tenderly lay a gentle finger on an old, old 

un-healing sharp throbbing scab of long ago disappointment; of self-failure, of 

shameful action; or of great as yet un-righted wrong that we will never, ever, 

ever, let go, let heal, let time forget? 

Or do they race ahead in the limitless ever fresh dynamic of the mind to a 

future brightness, to the arms of their very own Luigi the Tantric in their very 

own Nirvana that is their very own Parigi? 

“Gonnae wake up and tell me? 

 Aye ah no, am a nosey auld git.  

Cannae help it! It’s the way I am!  

I’ll tell you mine, if you tell me yours.” 

Now we are breaking hard! Hard!  Hard!  

Are we there, alla Stazione Milano Centrale already? 

Time to leave those dreams, folks. You need to be alert, so ready yourself for a 

life more pedestrian.  
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“Now is the Hour for us to Say goodbye, soon we’ll be leaving ……” 

Time to leave this calm of travel certainty for the frenzy ahead in the chaotic 

world of traffic and thrusting humanity, time to swim upstream on your own 

account, prepare to weave.  

No more straight from A to B out there, nella Stazione Milano Centrale. 

We all take off our innocent baby sleeping faces: we all put back on our strong 

faces. 

Cheerio, Cheerio, Cheerio! 

Off we Go, Off we Go, Off we Go! 

Here we come. Move over, make room for us. 

OR ELSE! 

It is as predicted, a scene of madness and confusion, but I push, I weave, I 

thrust and I find my Pullman Shuttle. 

I do not let too many people skip past me and I at last get my Too Big Green Bag 

into the under-locker. 

I get to the door of the Pullman. The Ticket Mannie says ‘Basta! Basta!’ 

I assert myself. I am an Italian more and more in each passing day.  

“Il mio valigie e` sotto indentro nel under-locker!  

Sono Scozzes…”  

“Aw fur God’s sake, so it’s YOO back again! OK, OK, YOO win, but only this wan 

time, eh?”  

I am allowed to board.  

A largish young lady at last slowly turns Fra Poco from her E-poddle staring fra 

oota la finestra , reluctant to respond to my repeated request, in Italian, of:  

“Excuse me please, is this seat free to use.’ 

With dull angry eyes she says nothing and lifts Her Big Bag onto her knees and 

silently returns to her outward staring and E-Podding.  
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I take against her surliness and refuse to chant my mantra. We travel for 40 

minutes, intimately squashed together and never speak. 

I am very lucky. I have the second last seat.  

A man comes on and goes to the back after shouting forcibly that ‘all his 

Colleagues are already on-board that they have kept a seat for him’. He sgrumbles 

about at the back. Strangely, there are no shouts, “Hi Big Tommy, so there ye ur, here’s 

yur seat Son, he?.” 

He gets the last seat after stern negotiations about a bag on an ‘empty’ seat: 

(perhaps this altercation has been with my new companion’s estranged sister?)  

(I must remember his rouse for a future dilemma! Smart guys get the seats! 

OK?) 

A wide-bodied lady gets on, insists she cannot wait for the next bus. There is no 

seat but she shuffles up and down eyeballing everyone, seeking to fry them into 

constituent atoms with her laser beam eyes.  

(Secrets of Survival: Rule No. 10237: Avoid eye contact with stout angry old 

ladies on busy buses.) 

Our driver asks her to leave, increasingly less politely. She resists: she will 

stand with her great bulk and awfi sore knees because she MUST travel on THIS Bus.  

“Aye, an whit aboot that Dafty wi the hat there? Throw him aff. He cannae be 

wan o us, eh?. Jist look at his eyes, eh? I mean tae say, these buses urr furr 

uzz, no furr they Dafties wi the funny eyes, eh?” 

(I follow Rule 10327: I stare fra oota la finestra like my newly acquired non-

speaking ‘wife’ beside me.)  

It takes about 5 minutes to ‘persuade’ her off. Everyone joins in, gets on the 

side of the Driver. My side. They hate her hot angry eyes. Together WE are brave. I 

am now one of UZZ. 

Queen Canute eventually ebbs away from UZZ,  dreeping down the three steep 

steps, “Ohing and Ahing and Ouching”, ever so reluctantly, stopping on the bottom step, 

still on the bus, pulling out a fag and lighting it, blowing tantalising tendrils back over 

her shoulder at her persecutors.  

Our driver is right next to me and bobs like a cork on his sea-saw seat as he 

delivers a continuous downward drip-feed of drivel upon the Door-Well-seated 
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passenger who is actually much lower than him, just beside the exit. Like Radio 1 these 

donkey droppings continue all the way to l’Aeroporto some 40 minutes away, as we pick 

our start/stop way through the early stirrings of Milano’s traffico chaotico.  

At the l’Aeroporto I check my ticket very carefully for the umpteenth volta.  

Bugger, only ten minutes left to Gate Closing.  

(For fat angry lady revenge is sweet. I bet she does this stunt with every bus, 

just for fun, never ever intending to leave La Stazione Milano Centrale. She is an 

expert in disguise---. I feel a story coming on….) 

There then follows a crystal-maze-like-challenge to find and pass through 

security. The Security Staff (who seem to be in the pay of easyJet?) are very aware 

that we are ‘running late’. Our ‘check’ is scant and I am urged along like a near dead-

dropping marathon runner by hoards for cheering Polizotti di Sicurezza  pointing and 

clapping as, sweating profusely I eventually reach the Passport Control. As I stare 

anxiously past it, in the far distance at Gate 26, my Gate, I see last of the crowd 

leaving down a tunnel and the Gate closes.  

My Passport is examined admiringly. It is brand new. It is held up to the light. 

The new electronic bio-chip is admired, shared with a Colleague. They both smile at it 

and then at me. One to tuther mutters, supposedly sotto voce in dialect so that I will 

not be openly dis-respected: 

 ‘How can a fat wee guy like that be ‘held’ inside something so small?’ 

They of course are young, dark, slim and piu’, piu’ elegante. They have guns, I 

cannot get past them. Ma gun isnae real. 

“Sono Scozzese. Sono John Bonthron di Glasgow. Sono in ritardo per il volo 

a Edinburgo, Signori.” 

They smile calmly, my one asks to see my ticket, laughs over his shoulder to his 

Colleague then says, 

“I am very sorry to inform you, sir, that your Flight to Edinburgh is delayed.  

It will not now take off at 10.30 as planned.  

It may leave at 1.00 pm or as announced, no earlier.  

May I very strongly suggest that you remain on this side of Passport Control?  
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There is little through there, no Cafe’, no food, no toilet facility. If you insist on 

coming through we will laugh heartily and make you stay there, on that other darker 

unhappy side that is technically not really Italy, but a ‘netherland’, (not as in Holland as 

I expect you may or may not understand), but as in a land betwixt and between, even if 

you are about to wet yourself.” 

How the hell did he know I was so desperate? Can he see the water level partly 

obscuring my vision behind my non-Italian eyes? Is this why Italians, like Camels, can go 

for days without de-watering, even if they should ever manage to drink a whole pint of 

Guinness during a single six-hour visit to Il Bar? 

(Bring me my iPad, il Professore di Googlio will surely know.) 

I thank him and find The Place of Great Relief. It’s my blood pressure pills what 

duz it. And lots of water what I drink as it is good for you and of course the many 

gallons of Coffee. (I never drink anything in metric, you just never know what might 

happen. ‘Tsunami di bladder?’) 

  I wash my hands and, most unusually, dry my digits with a very odd blow dryer 

with double slotted pipes which I find myself unable to resist.  Novelty Hand-Driers is 

the new Black. (I know, I KNOW, they are common NOW (2015) but not then, (2011)). 

Normally I use the ‘flappy flappy handies’ approach to after-washed-hands, 

shunning all contact with almost anything inside a Loo after-washing. 

The things I have seen in Toilets around the world, would make a jelly shudder 

itself to well, Jelly. 

My left finger is permanent crooked and immensely strong from door opening 

and the toes of all my shoes are scuffed tae buggery from putting the boot into 

swing doors. 

 Ah yes Coffee. What a very good idea.  

I take my over-the-size-limit-and-very-heavy-big-green-bag  (BGB ) with me and 

drag it back (sorry M but I was really knackererered after all the crystal amazing 

racing) going back up and up until I find a very nice café with nice a very nice quick lady 

who provides a very nice breakfast at last and at a very nice price which I consider to 

be very reasonable, for such a very nice establishment.  

She also gives me a voucher which I do not want for a guaranteed prize of 

something? If I should win it, which it says I surely will, where they Hell could I put it?  
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My BGB taster: 

My Big Green Back is stuffed to the gunwhales and is well over 15 kg. Trust me. 

Just trust me. 

I am something of an expert on this BGB.  

This is another, longer tale of woe and incompetence, impatience,  stupidity and 

pathos and …………Well you have to make some of these leaps ahead for 

yourselves. This me writing and you reading thingy, is a ‘partnership’. 

You have to do some of the work, OK. 

So here is a space for you to make a wee start. Use a pencil and have a rubber 

handy. You will be slow and errorful but don’t worry, ‘Partnur’, ewe can do it: 

 ‘YOUR SPACE Follows: 

 

 

  

Right, that’s enough, save your energy for Reading me.  

If you wish my ‘Weigh to Go!”’ story, click here:  

http://www.thebuzzinbee.co.uk/updates/2015/02/weigh-to-go/ 

 

I eat my Breakers slowly.  

Load-sa  time on my hands. I listen to three very pretty Italian black/dark 

brown eyed girls chattering thirteen to the Baker’s and when they rise to leave I see 

that they have a voucher too. 

I offer mine with my newly learned phrase’ 

“Piacere Signorine, take this please voucher, go awn go awn g awn.  

“Sono etc……………………. 

“Do please accept it as, ‘Un dono di Dio!’ 

EYou will make an elderly man from Glasgow very happy.” 

http://www.thebuzzinbee.co.uk/updates/2015/02/weigh-to-go/
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“Grazie Signore Bantartanti, you are most, most kind.  

“Should you not be wearing a silly numpty hat?  

“If you had been we would have surely recognised you earlier and made sure we 

used that not so nice other café so as to be well away from you and your probleme vari? 

“Oh by the way, Signorine, it’s ‘Un Regalo di Dio’ in this case, you know, as in ‘a 

Present.” 

I learn that they are all singers, sopranos, meeting here today on their way to 

Rome.  

My mind races: 

‘‘To meet up with three guys all called Luigi, we know strange eh. These guys 

coming over from Parigi. Yes, and they are triplets too, just like us. Facebook 

and all that. Amazing really, don’t you think Signore John? Just like-a wana you-a 

dafty wee stories, Eh?’ 

 (Maybe I do feel a story coming on…. ’ Once upon a time Tre Ragazze, Soprani , 

went to Roma….. No Fountains in my Story, sorry)” 

Margherita, (Yes, another Margherita, they are everywhere!), the most 

talkative, most senior,  lives full time in Londra as a Singer-Songwriter.  

I tell her about my ‘best friend’ singer-songwriter Eddi Reader. (I have to admit 

it. Eddi and I have spent many hours together as she croons her honeyed words 

straight into my heart.) 

La prima donna, M1 will check Eddi out, thanks.  

La seconda donna, Margherita2 I do NOT make it up!), sings Opera and la terza 

donna Margherita3 (Maybe I do!), sings Jazz.  

(I seriously think that abduction could be my answer, you know, the desert island 

thing. After all, in my Little Baggy, I have a gun, I have cable ties; I can do it!). 

They are gone now, a tiny giggling gaggle of gorgeous girls.  

Lovely, lovely girls……………….. 

I call home to my Margherita, la mia PRIMA DONNA.  

We discuss the weather here in Bologna and there in Glasgow et cetera et 

cetera et cetera. I should be home by 4ish all being well, or later. It will be really good 
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to get back, be together, share our view, our prejudices, our hopes, our 

……………everything.  

At this point I still think easyJet is like Ryanair.  

But gradually I learn that easyJet is much, much nicer. Really nice. But just at 

this minute as I sit here, in A. Milano, I start to worry about my BGB. 

 We should never worry until it happens. Often it does not happen. Honest, trust 

me, I have worried and been wound up to worry by Someone who shall remain 

nameless, for all of my life and less than 1% of what I have worried about 

actually happened and so far, not as bad as the worst I have vividly imagined. 

I have Angels who see to it, who sort it all out, like the BeeBeeCee, at the very, 

very last nanosecond. But let me not rant of the BeeBeeCee, they are a ‘Dono di 

Dio! Deborah has spoken and I have listened. And I agree. D is, actually, correct! 

Despite my worries my BGB, without challenge, and even though he should, bang 

to rights’ be in the hold, at cost, he sails through everything and is very happy as he in-

cabin with me and flies ‘free’ and is admired by the lovely Anita, my own personal, very 

Tall Tuscan, Blonde Blue Eyed, (genetically strengthened) Hostess with the Mostess.  

 But Anita is still to come.  

First there is Iris. 

I approach, with BGB behind me (he can be such a drag at times) and Iris in 

front, as yet unknown, in single file, to the Passaporti Controlare and my nice man from 

earlier is seen in his Booth, reading a novel. What is he reading? I need to know! 

Iris turns away quickly and returns to take a Waiting seat. I persist until my old 

friend Avid Boothreader gesticulates to the ‘Closed until 12.00’ notizia.  

I return to the Seats Awaiting and I see her Red British Passport and ask if I may join 

her in the adjacent Seat Awaiting.  

She Iris: Me John. No need for Cheetah, we have BGB. and no need for:  

‘Sono Scozze…………….’ 

We prattle away like old friends, she older, wiser and having lived a life much 

more adventurous.  
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Iris is a scibbler’s dream come true. I am enthralled. We enjoy each other so 

much that we almost miss the flight but she remains calm. She tells me she believes in 

Angels.  

“So do I, Iris, so do I!” I blurt.  

Us, who believe in Angels, are few and far between, in my experience.  

It’s true, I really believe in Angels. I tell her of my molte Margherite vare, and 

how they turn up when I need help.  

Iris tells of her life journey from a big house in Langside as a pupil at Hutchie 

and then to Jordanhill Collge, graduating 50 years ago in 1961 before it became a Uni of 

Strathclyde outpost. Her Mum Gertrude, (I love that name, so many fun possibilities, 

for real true good or real true naughtiness,…….(I feel a story seed drop to my fertile 

earthy mind), Gertrude changed her name by deed poll to Gerty. (Yes! It will be the 

naughty version, I can FEEL it.) 

Iris was married for seven months to a musician peripatetic who died on tour- he 

forgot to take his medicine (?), she thinks. 

Iris then moved to Milano to teach English and met an older ‘legally separated’ 

man with whom she ‘related’ for 31 years until he died and then met and ‘related’ to a 

lying, cheating-on-his-wife, gorgeous man for the next 10 years. Despite these 

‘relatings various’, Iris has always lived la vita sola, very happily, for all of her almost 50 

years in Milano.  

She has travelled all over the World.  

She scatters gems, bright flashy tantalising gems, snippets of her life’s 

tapestry, before my awestruck ears.  

Iris is tall, elegante, slim and very attractive. If you’ve got it, you’ve got it. Iris 

has it.  

She had one new knee fitted 18 months ago. She suddenly whips up her long 

skirt and together we examine her 300 mm long scar which had 44 stitches. I have to 

get very close to her knee, even touching it lightly to be sure there is a scar. Great 

Job! Iris’s surgeon’s Mum was a seamstress to Royalty, definitely. 

  It took her 3 months to get back to normality. She will get the other ‘seen to’ 

next spring.   
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She is on her way to Edinburgh. She tells me that we will get really good seats 

on the plane.  

“How do you know, Iris?  And I have BGB, I am really worried about BGB. It may 

cost a packet if the confiscate BGB at the footlings of yonder boarding ladder?” 

“John, do not worry your nearly shaven head, (see next). Leave it all to me. I’ve 

been round the block you know.” 

“Oh, why oh, why did you get that silly haircut?”  

A close shave, maybe? 

For many years I have lusted after another Italian haircut, like all those 

years ago, in Pollokshaws, at Vezza’s the Barbers, when I was a wee boy. In 

those days, at the Barber’s men could buy ‘something for the weekend , sir?’  

My Mum said it was ‘special chewing gum’ and I always wanted to try it but  

Sig Vezza just laughed when I asked for some.  

Everyone in the shop shared the big joke at my expense.  

I just have to ask:  

“Why did my Mum said to me: “Special CHEWING gum????”” 

Anyway, I have saved up my hair for the trip to Bologna because last year I 

heard in the Class that some places do men and women but the men are ‘in 

the back’ getting their hair dyed and permanent make-up to keep them 

young, make them sexy etc. I really need to see all these happenings; I write 

stories, I need to know these things. 

My hair itched about my ears for three weeks before I went to Bologna but 

I held off, desperately itching yet still resisting an £8 trim to big bosomed 

Linda who gives me a free ear massage as she ‘Trims 2’ close to me, oh so 

close to me.  

On arrival I simply MUST have a haircut asap! This itch is driving madder 

than even I can stand and Monday dopo il mio pranzo  I look and look. When 

shops are shut in Bologna they become anonymous, hiding their identities 

behind rollered -down shutters. 

Itching I wandered on, refusing to give up, not knowing that Monday was the 

usual ‘day off’ for hairdressers, male and female.   
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Two hours into my search I find a Barbers shoppetto. Looking in it seemed 

basic but enough to offer itch relieving treatments. The more exotic, as 

originally intended can I decided in extremis of itching,  wait until another 

time.  

Maybe.  

I am welcomed. I am, sadly alone. A small Indian, not Italian, called 

Adanadananan starts to undress me from the collar down.  

‘Huadda yurra hoarses there Adananananan ma wee Mananananan.’ 

But it is not what it seems.  

He folds my collar down inside out and applies a length of double sided sticky 

tape to my collar, so that the cut-hairs cannot stick to it, and then tightens 

a sheet around my neck. Tighter and tighter.  Lacking a proper flow of blood, 

my eyeballs turn black/deep brown. I am now Italian enough for ‘The Works’. 

The sheet is attached down onto this this special NASA-strength tape. It, 

the sheet, does not move. Blood thumps hard to reach that surviving brain 

cell.  

Cut-hairs doon ma neck are a thing of the past. The future is free of Cut-

hairs for ever. No more post haircut itchy bits down your neck. Post haircut-

less bliss beckons. 

Adanananana is very quick, very industrious, and very careful. I have asked 

for a No. 2 at the Sides and No. 8 at the Top. I repeat this slowly and 

carefully over and over using my under-sheet gesticulations which later I 

think may well have been the subject of mis-interpretation. 

Adanananan is OK with this, Si, Si Si-ing to me a lot, impatient to get on, fed 

up with my daft Italian. 

The sides are looking good; Ears are no longer itchy. Cut-hairs are blown 

away vigorously by an industrial-sized hair dryer as we go, “Go Grey cut-hairs 

Go!” 

Is this what is called a ‘Blow on the Go’ job?  

Disaster strikes: No. 8 has been lost in translation.  

Did he think that ‘Sono Sozze..etc ‘This John di Glasgow, is saying he is 

LATE ? 
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Anyway No.2  has sliced me down to size. I am getting a Baldy, and there is 

no point admonishing Adananananan now. 

He is speeding up; on the home straight. He does my eyebrows, unasked, he is 

in my ears, unasked, he puts a new blade thingy in an open cut-throat razor 

thingy, he scrapes around hair-edges unasked; he trims my beard and 

moustache, unasked. He is dominating me as I lie back in la moda reclinable, 

as if at the Dentist. Disappointingly he ignores all my questions about 

holidays and the weather. He has a job to do, he is very busy. I am late for 

SOMETHING!  

He finishes me up with a further ‘Blow to Go’ experience and mutters darkly 

about a Shampoo and SOMETHING, in the back, through there, behind the 

ribbon curtains, where it is dark, where there is a secret SOMETHING?  

I get the drift, maybe.  

I mutter back ‘absolutely no way Jose’, forcefully.  

He is disappointed.  

To lighten the airs I ask if he could he carry on and trim my big nose, make it 

smaller to match my new super slim hair and face?  

(Yes, how foolish; I am trying to make jokes in Italian now.) 

Adanananana grabs up his razor again pushes me firmly back into the recline 

position and I shout, ‘No, No! It was just a joke Adanananananananan!’  

He has an evil little smile on his little pixy face as he swaps the razor for a 

pair of tiny wee nose-hair-trimming-scissors and cleans me up, up there in 

the dark caverns of uncertainty of who nose what? 

‘No shampoo and SOMETHING, you know?’ is his final murmured plea.  

I suspect this may be where the big money changes hands.  

His older Colleague, who has observed this whole cappelli nuovi ritual, leans 

forward. ear cocked, (no pun etc) to catch my reply.  

Just at that point another, younger, quite pretty young Indian man arrives 

and divests down to Tee Shirt and Jeans. He smiles at me and says ‘Hello’ in 

English and sit and folds one knee over the other. Waiting, smiling, leering? 

‘NO Aadananananan. I am late now. I am very important. I must fly. Goodbye.’ 
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13 Euros only which seems to me a Very Good Buy.  

I call it quits at 15 euros at which Adnananan and his older colleague both 

leap to their dancing feet and rush around me straying invisible hairs aff me 

with swiftly moving little brushes. Those brushes go EVERYWHERE!  

I flee.  

New Rule: Don’t go looking for a haircut in Bologna on Mondays.  

Any other day yes, or maybe, or maybe just ‘stick’ with Big Linda? 

(Later, in the days that follow, as I pass dozens of normal, ordinary 

‘Parrucchieri’ with normal people inside, both men and women, and some that 

I am not sure. Bologna is a cosmopolitan city!  

Why was this stranger than fiction one the only place open on Monday 

afternoon?  

Why did the good looking boy arrive? 

What was the SOMETHING on offer? Did he want simply, to dye my hair? 

Or? Sae help ma Bob! 

I am too self-conscious even yet to tell this tale of woe aloud and so give Iris 

the simpler, ‘lost in translation version’ of why I am sporting a Convict’s baldy! 

I am actually last to Board still worried that BGB will be la mia valigia non grata.  

But NOT ONE CONTRARY WORD or an eechy or oochy is said about BGB who is 

welcomed with the full respect that comes of being ignored completely at every stage.  

Iris eyeballs Anita the NWTM and asks her politely in italiano if she and her 

friend (aye, it’s me!) may have the extra stretchy leggy seats by the ‘la Porta 

Emergencia’. 

Certainly we can. We go through the ensconcing ritual, BGB is heaved up by wee 

me as if by Charles Atlas. I survive without noticeable additional brain cell. Iris and me 

are side by side, again, for the journey. She is a patient, patient woman, putting up with 

me yet further. 

I gaze at Anita and she gazes back at me, right at me.  

She is slightly haughty, self-assured, and you can almost see her thinking:  
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“I know, I am  truly gorgeous, I know already, it’s not just YOU who have 

noticed, funny old man, everyone knows already.”  

After a long, long stare, she then dips her gaze to my private areas. I think 

immediately: 

“I am must be travelling in flagrante? Or worse, that my incontinence undies are 

showing? Or, Dear God Almighty, have they leaked?”  

My hands flutter, I wrench my eyes away from her’s to check la zona cruciale. 

Ma NO! Tutto e’ normale. Relieved I look back at her and offer a puzzled friendly smile 

and re-engage fully with those stunning laser-powered Nordic Blue eyes.   

She lifts her long arms and puts her long fingers together to show me that I 

should buckle up. I hold her gaze and do this without looking.  

I am ‘clunked’ now and just before her glorious gaze gyrates away from me, she 

emits a tiny wee smile.  

I think it might be at the haircut?  

She restores her face to la moda professionale to check that others too are 

belted up. 

Above me BGB lets out a big ‘Ahhhh’, as Anita locks him in. 

The next three hours until Iris and I part are like a wonderful dream.  

She is lady full to bursting with stories. She has had a truly amazing, brave, 

wonderful life and there is still lots more of it to come, I warrant. We have shared 

email addresses and we may SKYPE. (Sadly, this did not happen (2015).) 

And then, at Edinburgh Passport check, we are asked by the queue organiser, 

are you travelling together?   

“Yes, we are.” 

A few minutes later we say softly to each other:    

‘Bye Bye’, Iris : 

Now you go your way baby, and I'll go mine 

Now and forever till the end of time 

And I'll find somebody new and baby 

We'll say we're through 
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And you won't matter anymore 

No you won't matter anymore 

You won't matter anymore 

But NO Iris! You will matter, untill the very end of time.  

All of you up there, in this ‘wee story’ of Bologna.  

I won’t forget you, each and every one of you.   

I promise.  

Thank you each and every for the ‘osculations’. 

I collect my car and drive through the approaching gloom, back to Bearsden, 

back to normality, back to my old routines.  

But I am changed. 

I am refreshed. 

  I am full to bursting with stories. 

And I am baldy. 

Iris will certainly feature is more than one, that is for certain sure. 

Thank you Bologna, 2011.  

Thank you Margherita for saying yes, eventually; and for being reluctant to let 

me go, which is good. 

But I still need to do this.  

While I still can. 

(December 2011) 

 

Footnote (2015);  

After reading the above, in first format, M decided that in future she would 

accompany me to Bologna. We did go another time, two years later, in springtime, to a 

hotel. It was very nice indeed. But it was not the same as flying solo! 

I fear those days may be at an end. 


